
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS 

“We performed several fuel and durability tests with the FlowBelow 
Tractor AeroKit package.  First, there was a third-party test that Texas A&M 
Transportation Institute performed using an MVT-owned International 
Pro-Star and Utility trailer.  The results of that test was a 2.23% fuel savings.  
As a policy MVT always verifies third party testing with internal testing.  
The results of the internal testing were positive and in alignment with 
FlowBelow’s fuel savings claims.  Finally, after fuel validation we confirmed 
durability and driver acceptance with a group of trucks for over a year.  In the 
end, we placed an order with FlowBelow for 1,200 Tractor AeroKits and are 
currently installed on 80% of our fleet.

Given our experience with the product I would highly recommend making the 
FlowBelow Tractor AeroKit a standard spec for any regional or OTR operation.  
There is no better wheel cover or complete system on the market that can help 
improve the aerodynamics around the wheels of the tractor. “

Royal Jones
CEO, Mesilla Valley Transport

“We’ve been using the FlowBelow Tractor AeroKit on over 800 trucks for 
over three years and have had an overall excellent experience.  The system 
has helped to increase our fleet average fuel economy by approximately 
2% and we consider it to be part of our standard tractor spec.  On the 
maintenance side, our mechanics are very pleased with the wheel cover 
design which provides instant access to the wheel end.  With over 250,000 
miles on every FlowBelow unit we have in the fleet we have only had to 
replace a few components. When we need something, FlowBelow has always 
provided outstanding customer support. The decision to do business with 
FlowBelow has made a major positive impact on Hirschbach’s business and we 
expect that to continue. ”

Brad Pinchuk
President, Hirschbach Motor Lines

“So many aero product manufacturers make robust claims, and we are always 
a bit skeptical of them.  However, when the PIT Group backed up FlowBelow’s 
fuel savings claims with real data, we trusted it.  That turned out to be a 
good decision for our fleet, and we’ve been spec’ing FlowBelow AeroKits on 
all brands of Skyline trucks for many years.  We don’t see a heavy increase 
in maintenance expenses,  while we do see improved fuel economy on the 
trucks that have the full FlowBelow AeroKit.  The company is attentive and 
the product is solid.  It’s one thing I don’t really ever have to worry about, so 
keeping them on our spec is an easy decision to make.” 

Jeff Reed
President, Skyline Transportation, Inc.

 Real World Tested
 Verified Fuel Savings
 Proven Durability

 Low Maintenance
 Verified Fuel Savings
 Specs on all Trucks

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

FLEET SIZE 

2000

HEADQUARTERS 

Dubuque, IA

HEADQUARTERS 

Knoxville, TN

FLEET SIZE 

150
ANNUAL MILEAGE 

12 Million

HEADQUARTERS 

Las Cruces, NM

FLEET SIZE 

1323
ANNUAL MILEAGE 

178 Million

 Driver Endorsed
 3rd Party and Internal Tested 
 Verified Fuel Savings
 Installed on 1200 Trucks

HIGHLIGHTS



“We incorporated FlowBelow products about 2 years ago, and they have 
definitely helped us with our fuel economy and positively affected our bottom 
line.  Our customers are looking for us to be a green fleet and to reduce our 
carbon footprint, so fuel economy is a big piece the puzzle for us.  We meet 
customer expectations and we improve our profitability by increasing our miles 
per gallon with products like FlowBelow.  

In addition to the proven aerodynamic benefits FlowBelow provides, their 
product is easy for our drivers.  They can quickly maintain the equipment and 
check tire pressure, which also impacts fuel economy.  The product has held 
up for us very well, and the support the team at FlowBelow provides allows us 
to have a great partnership.  

I would say the product has been tried and tested.  You need to try it yourself 
and see how it would benefit your fleet.”

Jeff Harris
VP of Maintenance, USA Truck

“We’ve been using the FlowBelow AeroKit and wheel covers on our trucks 
for some time now.  We are already making a profit on the investment we 
made and the products have a long life ahead of them.  The performance and 
durability is far better than what I expected and to my surprise, our drivers 
and mechanics actually like using the product.  When I buy new trucks from 
my dealer, I spec them with FlowBelow.”

Mike Puzio
President, Outwest Express

FLEET SIZE 

3000
ANNUAL MILEAGE 

200 Million

FLEET SIZE 

312
ANNUAL MILEAGE 

30.3 Million

 Verified Fuel Savings
 Reduced Carbon Footprint 
 Durable and Reliable
 Excellent Service Support

HIGHLIGHTS

 7 Years Running FlowBelow 
 Verified Fuel Savings
 Driver Endorsed

 Durable and Reliable
 Proven Profitability 
 Mechanic Endorsed
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HEADQUARTERS 

Van Buren, AR

HEADQUARTERS 

El Paso, TX
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“Over the past decade, we have improved the fleet average fuel economy of 
Cooper Freight by over 3 miles per gallon.  We decided to test FlowBelow 
Tractor AeroKit on a group of trucks.  In order to be confident in the fuel 
savings we installed the product on a dedicated sample size of trucks and 
tracked performance for over a year to verify both fuel savings and durability.  
We confirmed that the fuel savings of the product for our fleet was 
approximately two-tenths of a mile per gallon.  In addition, the drivers and 
mechanics are very pleased with the accessibility of the FlowBelow quick-
release design. Going forward we spec FlowBelow on every new truck we 
purchase.”

Mark Cooper
CEO, Cooper Freight

FLEET SIZE 

100
ANNUAL MILEAGE 

10.6 Million

HEADQUARTERS 

Memphis, TN


